Abstract. We show a tuple of trace functions which give a global parametrization of the Teichmüller space T (g, m) of types (1, 2) and (2, 0). We also show that the mapping class group acting on these Teichmüller spaces can be represented by a group of rational transformations in seven variables.
Introduction
LetS be a surface of type (g, m) , that is, a smooth compact and oriented surface of genus g with m boundary curves, and S the interior ofS. Throughout this paper we assume that 2g − 2 + m > 0. The Teichmüller space T (g, m) of type (g, m) is the space of equivalence classes of marked complete hyperbolic metrics of curvature −1 on S such that each boundary curve is homotopic to a (unique) closed geodesic curve in S. It is known that T (g, m) is a real analytic manifold homeomorphic to is an embedding (see, for example, [4] , [9] , [13] , [14] and [15] ). Then the problem of finding the minimal number N (g, m) of geodesic length functions needed to parametrize T (g, m) globally arises naturally. This problem has been solved and For the case of (g, 0), the problem was solved first by Schmutz [12] . Later Okumura [10] gave a solution by a different method. The fact that N (g, 0) > dim T (g, 0) is a consequence of Wolpert's studies (see [17] ) on geodesic length functions. Later in [6] , Feng Luo gave a clear account of the parametrization of the Teichmüller spaces by this minimal number of geodesic length functions. A new proof of (1.1) is contained in a paper by Hamenstädt [3] . In this paper we treat trace functions on T (g, m) regarded as a deformation space of Fuchsian groups. Trace functions and geodesic length functions are equivalent (see (2.2) below). We establish a trace identity (3.11) for groups of type (1, 2) and give seven trace functions which parametrize Teichmüller spaces of types (1, 2) or (2, 0). We also show that they allow rational representations of the mapping class groups acting on these Teichmüller spaces.
2. Preliminaries 2.1. Teichmüller space. Our basic references for notation and terminologies about Fuchsian groups and Teichmüller spaces are [1] , [16] and [18] . The group of orientation-preserving isometries of the hyperbolic plane H = {z = x+iy : y > 0} is identified with P SL(2, R). A Fuchsian group G is a discrete subgroup of P SL(2, R). The action of G is naturally extended to that on the boundaryR of H in the Riemann sphere. Let Ω(G) be the maximal subset ofR on which G acts discontinuously. The group G is said to be of type (g, m) if G is purely hyperbolic and the factor surface H ∪ Ω(G)/G is a surface of type (g, m). If G is of type (g, m), it has a canonical generator system
where (A 1 , B 1 ), ..., (A g , B g ) correspond with the handles and C 1 ,..., C m the boundary curves of H ∪ Ω(G)/G. We shall call S briefly a generator system of type (g, m). Two generator systems of type (g, m) are said to be equivalent if and only if they are in the same simultaneous conjugacy class. The Teichmüller space T (g, m) of Fuchsian groups of type (g, m) is the space of equivalence classes of generator systems of type (g, m). We represent a point of T (g, m) by (G, S) a pair of a Fuchsian group G and a canonical generator system S of G.
Let G be a Fuchsian group. For a hyperbolic element A of G, let p A and q A denote the fixed points of A. The axis L A of A is the hyperbolic line between p A and q A . The cyclic group A generated by A acts on L A , and L A / A is a closed geodesic curve c A on H/G. The length (A) = c A of c A (counting multiplicity) satisfies
Trace identities for SL(2, R).
We show some trace identities in SL(2, R) (see, for example, [7, §3.4] ). Trace is similarity-invariant: trP −1 AP = trA for A and P ∈ SL(2, R). Matrices in SL(2, R) satisfy:
Let A, B, C and D ∈ SL(2, R) satisfy ABCD = 1 (the identity matrix) and
Given a system S = (A 1 , ..., A n ) of matrices in SL(2, R), let G S = A 1 , ..., A n denote the group generated by A 1 ,..., A n . We define
Then, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1 (see [7, §3.5] Here we assume that elements in S 0 are matrices in SL(2, R) [5] .
is identified with the conjugacy class of the group isomorphism ρ X : G 0 → G which sends an element of S 0 to its corresponding element of S.
. We can assume that χ g is continuous, because χ g takes a value in {x ∈ R : |x| > 2} and
. Thus, due to (2.2) we can replace geodesic length functions by trace functions. We rephrase the theorem in the introduction.
Theorem 2.1. There exist a finite number of elements
g 1 ,..., g N in G 0 such that (χ g 1 , ..., χ g N ) : T (g, m) → R N is a real analytic embedding. The number N can be N (g, m) in (1.1).
2.3.2.
Canonical generators of type (0, 3) and (1, 1). In our paper we employ trace functions but not absolute values of trace functions in order to extend them to parameters for SL(2, C) representation space of a surface group. For the results of this subsection we refer to [11] , [2] or [18, §33] . Let A ∈ SL(2, R). By sgn A we mean the sign of trA and we write sgn ( For the following theorems, see, for example, [18] and [6] . T (g, m) , trA, trB and trAB recover X (up to conjugacy).
Remark. If we are allowed to use as many trace functions as we like, we can prove Theorem 2.1 without difficulty by using Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 and Klein's combination theorem. 
Our trace identity is suggested by the one for systems of type (2, 0), which will be given in Section 5. We use the following seven parameters which are all positive by (2.3) and (2.4):
We first remark that the following results remain the same as long as we consider positive trace functions. Let
Then by (I3)
We compute four traces in (3.3) by using (I1)-(I4). Let x = trCBA.
To compute the last trace in (3.3) we need
Substituting (3.4)-(3.7) into (3.3) we obtain (3.8)
substituting this into (I5) we obtain
Eliminating cz + x from (3.8) and (3.9) we obtain (3.10)
The left-hand side of this equation equals
Since the variables are all positive, we obtain (3.11)
We denote the left-hand side of (3.11) by G 12 (u, v, z, w, c, d, k).
Parametrization of T (1, 2). We show the seven traces in (3.2) give a global parametrization of the Teichmüller space T (1, 2). Recall that
By using (I1)-(I3) again, we compute some traces.
(
Using (2) and (3) eliminate x 2 and substitute x 1 = wb − v from (1) into the result. Then
Substitute this to k = −tr[A, B]
where
,
Hence we obtain from this and (3.13), (3.14)
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Then from (1) and (3),
We showed that all traces in the set T S 0 (see ( 
They are positive. So d is the unique positive solution of (3.10) and can be omitted.
The Teichmüller space T (1, 2) is parametrized by six(=dim T (1, 2)) parameters (u, v, z, w, c, k).
, the mapping class group MC 12 of H/G is isomorphic to the group of the outer automorphisms α of G satisfying
for some l j ∈ G and a permutation σ of {1, 2}. (Nielsen's theorem, see [18, §11] .) Since α is determined by the images of A, B, C and D, we obtain the following theorem. (1)
By (3.14) and (3.15) this is a rational transformation in (u, v, z, w, c, d, k) . This is a very simple case. For a general automorphism, the rational transformation has a huge expression.
Teichmüller space of closed surface of genus two
Let S = (A, B, C, D) ([A, B] [C, D] = 1) be a generator system of type (2, 0) such that trA > 0, trB > 0, trC > 0, trD > 0. In order to treat positive values, we use the following seven parameters:
is a generator system of type (1, 2) . The results in Section 3 show that traces of elements of G S 1 are rational functions with variables u, v, z, w, c = trC = trDC
In particular, trA, trB, trC, trAB, trAC, trBC, trABC are rational functions in (u, v, z, w, c, d, t) . Other members of T S are d = trD, trAD, trBD, t = trCD, trABD, trACD, trBCD and trABCD. Let X = A, B or AB. Then trX, trXC, trXDC
By these equations, trXD and trXCD are expressed by rational functions in (u, v, z, w, c, d, t) . Therefore all traces in T S and hence all traces of elements of G S are rational functions in these seven parameters. As in the case of type (1, 2) we obtain the following theorem. 
Moreover, the mapping class group MC 20 of the closed surface of genus two acts on the image of T (2, 0) under Φ 20 by a group of rational transformations.
A trace identity for groups of type (2, 0)
The fact that all closed Riemann surfaces of genus two are hyperelliptic yields a canonical identification of T (2, 0) with the Teichmüller space of the sphere with six cone points of angle π (or of signature (0; 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2; 0; 0)); see [18] ). By using a triangulation of the sphere with six cone points of angle π, we can give global coordinates for T (2, 0) by seven geodesic length functions (see, for example, [8] ). In this section we deduce the trace identity (4.2) in a different way. This identity hinted to us the identity (3.11) .
A Fuchsian group G of type (2, 0) is a subgroup with index 2 of a Fuchsian group Γ with signature (0; 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2; 0; 0), having a generator system (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , e 5 , e 6 ) such that e 1 e 2 e 3 e 4 e 5 e 6 = e Since
is also a canonical generator system, the argument in Section 4 shows that trA, trB, trAB, −trB
and trCD give global coordinates for T (2, 0). Let E k be a matrix in SL(2, R) representing e k (k = 1, 2, ..., 6) with E 1 · · · E 6 = 1. Since E k is elliptic of order 2, trE k = 0 and E
By the trace identity (I3) in Subsection 2.2 and that trE k = 0, we have trR = −trE 1 6. An example
We conclude this paper by an example of a Fuchsian group of type (2, 0) such that traces of its elements are all integers. Let S = (A, B, C, D), where
Then S is a generator system of type (2, 0). Actually, the group 
